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ABSTRACT

Since 1976, the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center has been assisting the U.S. Coast Guard in evaluating the

strength of several helicopter landing deck configurations for ex-
isting 210-foot long cutters and for the new 270-foot cutters. These
evaluations were performed based on a combined program of (a) ana-
lytical, (b) one-fifth-scale rigid vinyl model, and (c) full-scale
investigations for several landing gear load conditions, including
the main and tail wheels on the U.S. Navy LAMPS Helicopter.

The analytical side of the program included: framing analyses
using the finite-element method and other techniques; nonlinear, large-
deflection analyses of the deck plating; and web bending analyses in

the stiffeners. The web bending stresses referred to here are asso-
ciated with local out-of-plane bending of the web due to a rotation
of the joint between the stiffener web and the deck plating. These
web stresses are distinct from those related to ordinary bending of
the stiffener in the vertical plane. Web bending stresses in the

stiffeners were first observed in full-scale tests on the 210-foot
cutter STEADFAST and are not specifically addressed by current
design procedures.

A one-fifth-scale rigid vinyl model was used to validate the
analytical procedures and also to investigate such considerations
as load placement, orientation, and tire print geometry.

Some observations made during the studies were: for single-
wheel configurations, wheel loads over stiffeners can be more severe
in terms of plating stresses than loads in panel centers; when strad-
dling stiffeners, dual wheels can produce greater plating stresses

than single wheels; web stresses in stiffeners, associated with web
bending, may exceed flange stresses due to ordinary beam bending.
The possibility of localized yielding is forecast in the helicopter
deck plating and stiffener webs for two of the 270-foot helicopter
deck configurations.

Overall, the evaluations pinpoint regions of high stress, pro-
vide the USCG with a technical basis for assessing the strength of
existing 210-foot cutters and designing the new 270-foot cutters;
provide validated analysis methods for future helicopter deck struc-
tures; and result in potential reductions in the 270-foot helicopter
deck structural weight from the initial designs.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The structural evaluations of the 210-ft and 270-ft helicopter decks were per-

formed in the Surface Ship Structures Division of the Structures Department at the

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC) (under Work

Unit 1730-325) during Fiscal Years 1977-1980, sponsored by the U.S Coast Guard under

Military Interdepartmental Purchase Requests Z-70099-6-65439. Additional efforts



involving the development of design equations for stiffener web bending and large-

deflection plating responses were funded during Fiscal Years 1978-1980 under the

NAVSEA Exploratory Development Program, Surface Ship Structures Block, Task Area

SF 43 422 593, Work Units 1730-593 and 1730-610.

BACKGROUND

Helicopter landing decks are employed on nearly all large cutters operated by

the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG).* In building new cutters, such as the 270-ft-long class

recontly under construction, the USCG strives to optimize helicopter deck scantlings

and weight to the extent possible consistent with existing technology and con-

traints. Lighter landing decks are beneficial to the roll stability of cutters, but

they must also provide a margin for potential growth in helicopter weight. Weight

optimization of landing decks necessitates that reliable techniques for determining

strength and deflections of decks be available to the structural designer.

In the last decade, DTNSRDC has developed considerable experience in applying

finite-element and other analytical methods to the analysis of complex ship struc-

ture. Success has also been achieved with the use of the rigid vinyl model
1i**

technique for realistically modeling detailed ship structure. Using this tech-

nique, correlation has been obtained with analytical predictions and full-scale

data for cases investigated. In part because of this experience, DTNSRDC was re-

quested in late 1976 to assist the USCG in evaluating the structural capacity of

helicopter(helo) landing decks on the new 270-ft cutter (Figure 1), now under

construction, and several existing 210-ft cutters in service (Figure 2). The scope

of this work for the USCG, summarized in Table 1, included a series of structural

analyses, rigid vinyl model evaluations, and full-scale measurements on the 210-

and 270-ft cutters.

Initial structural evaluations were performed on preliminary design Configu-

rations 1, 11, and III (Figures 3-5) for landing decks on the 270-class cutters.

Since the requirement existed that the 27 0-class decks be certified for landing

the 1'.S. Navy LAMPS (Light Airborne Multipurpose System) helicopter, these evalu-

ations were conducted using the main and tail landing gear loads from the LAMPS

*A list of abbreviations used in this report is given on page ix.

**A complete listing of references is given on page 115.
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3
(see Table 2). Analyses were performed using NASTRA for the overall deck analyses

4
and a special nonlinear finite-element program for the plating. These and other

(see Appendix A) analytical techniques were validated on Configurations I and II by

comparing analytical predictions with rigid vinyl model resultsI for these config-

urations.*,** Once validated, the analytical procedures were applied to Config-

uration III. Because of the approach taken here, it was necessary to build rigid

vinyl models for only Configurations I and II. In addition to validating the

various analytical methods for general helo deck analysis, the rigid vinyl model**

was used to investigate the effect of such factors as helo tire placement, orien-

tation, and bottoming on deck plating stresses.

During the 270-class evaluations mentioned above, the opportunity arose to

gather full-scale stress and deflection data on two 210-class cutters (see Figure 6),

the VIGOROUS and the STEADFAST.*** Instrumentation for the VIGOROUS was limited to

dial gages for the measurement of deflections. A follow up opportunity on the

STEADFAST allowed the use of strain gages for measuring plating strains and distri-

butions to augment deflection data. In addition to these plating gages, strain gages

were placed on the webs of the longitudinal stiffeners (on both sides at top) at the

suggestion of the USCG. These gages produced the most significant result of the

full-scale tests; vertical local stresses in the stiffener webs associated with web

bending action had reached the yield point for the simulated helicopter tire loading.

The web bending stresses referred to here are associated with local out-of-plane

bending of the web due to a rotation of the joint between the stiffener web and the

deck plating. These web stresses, distinct from those related to ordinary bending

of the stiffener in the vertical plane, are not directly addressed by current design

*M.O. Critchfield, J.L. Rodd, and W.H. Hay, "Structural Evaluation of

Helicopter Landing Decks on 270 Foot and 210 Foot USCG Cutter," reported informally
as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC ltr 80-173-89 of 14 July 1980.

**J.L. Rodd, "Rigid Vinyl Model Evaluation of Helicopter Landing Deck on USCG

270 Foot Cutter," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC itr 80-173-51 of
14 Apr 1980.

***W.H. Hay and M.O. Critchfield, "Full Scale Evaluation of Flight Deck Struc-

tural Responses for 210 Foot U.S. Coast Guard Cutters STEADFAST (WMEC 623) and VIG-
OROUS (WMEC 627) Under Simulated Helicopter Wheel Loads," reported informally as
enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC Itr 77-173-75 of 26 Sep 1977.

3
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procedure. As a result of this finding in June 1977, DTNSRDC initiated the develop-

ment of design equations (see Appendix A) and a finite-element model for obtaining

web bending stresses. These analytical techniques were validated against rigid

vinyl model and full-scale results on the 270- (Configurations I and II) and

210-class cutters, respectively. Later, the techniques were applied to 270-class

Configuration IV and the modified 210-class deck.

On the basis of the analytical and model results obtained for 270-class Config-

urations I through III, and other considerations, the USCG in early 1978 adopted

revised deck Configuration IV (Figure 7). In going from Configurations III to IV,

the plating thickness was kept at 10.2# (1/4 in.), but the material was changed from

HY-80 to HY-100 (tempered up to a higher yield, approximately 118,000 psi). In ad-

dition, the three headers were reduced to one between transverse stiffeners. Here,

the new longitudinals and headers were both 6x4x7 T's. The Center was requested to

evaluate Configuration IV using the analytical techniques previously validated on

the other 270- and 210-class deck configurations. These analyses were performed for

the latest data available for the main gear loading on the LAMPS (Table 2). Addi-

tional analyses were also conducted for the load condition associated with the dual

tail wheel on LAM4PS. Stresses related to the dual wheel condition were investigated

as a result of a suspicion that a dual wheel straddling deck stiffeners could poten-

tially produce governing plating stresses. This in fact was confirmed by the rigid

vinyl model tests* for a similar, but yet different, loading condition, i.e., a rim-

type loading for the LAMPS main wheel associated with tire bottoming.

As a natural extension of the 270 and 210 work described thus far, DTNSRDC was

requested by the USCC to perform a strength evaluation of the modified 210 helo

deck.** Figure 8 shows the existing 210 deck configuration and Figure 9 shows tile

modified version. The evaluation was accomplished for wheel loadings corresponding

to two SRR (SEARCH RESCUE RECOVERY) helicopter designs, French and Sikorsky (see

Table 2 for loading data), under consideration for potential use on modified 210

decks. Results are included in this report for the framing portion of the

evaluation.

*J.L. Rodd, "Rigid Vinyl Model Evaluation of Helicopter Landing Deck on USCC

270 Foot Cutter," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC Itr 80-173-51 of

14 Apr 1980.

**M.O. Critchfield, "Strength Analysis of Modified Helicopter Landing Decks on

210 Foot USCG Cutters for SRR Helicopter Wheel Loadings," reported informally as en-
closure (1) to DTNSRDC itr 79-173-80 of 14 May 1979.
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In summary, the objectives of this work were: (a) to perform analytical, model,

and full-scale evaluations of the various 270 and 210 helo deck configurations; (b)

to provide the USCG with technical basis for assessing the strength and adequacy of

the various deck designs for the new 270 cutters, as well as the decks in use on the

existing 210 cutters, and for evolving design methods for configurations similar to

the 270 and 210; and (c) to provide the USCG with methods applicable in the design

process of their helo landing decks in general, either on future cutters or in modi-

fications of existing cutters.

HELICOPTER DECK CONFICURATONS AND LOADS

The helo deck configurations included in this report are the four 270 designs,

Figures 3-5 and 7, and the existing (Figures 6 and 8) and modified (Figure 9) 210

deck configurations as discussed previously. Configurations I and II for the 270

utilize 5/16-in. plating; however, the second one includes light transverse stiff-

eders or headers installed intercostally between longitudinals. Configuration III,

the lightest of the three, is the same as Configuration II but with 1/4-in, plating

instead of 5/16 in. In all three configurations, the plating is HY-80 and the

framing is HTS steel. In going to Configuration IV the plating was held at 1/4 in.,

but the framing scantlings were revised to a common section (6x4x7 T) for both lon-

gitudinals and headers. In addition, the three headers used between transverse web

frames in Configurations II and III was reduced to one header in Configuration IV.

The plating material was revised from HY-80 to HY-I00, tempered up approximately

118,000 psi yield. Various helo deck configurations associated with 210 cutters are

included in Figures 6, 8, and 9. Figure 6 shows the scantlings for the portion of

the helo deck instrumented during the full-scale tests on the STEADFAST.* Figure 8

shows the helo deck structure for the existing B class of 210-ft cutters as provided

by the USCG. This particular deck configuration was used as a basis for arriving at

the modified design in Figure 9 which was evaluated in support of the procurement

of new SRR helicopters for the 210 cutters, as mentioned previously.

*W.H. Hay and M.O. Critchfield, "Full Scale Evaluation of Flight Deck Struc-

tural Responses for 210 Foot U.S. Coast Guard Cutters STEADFAST (WMEC-623) and
VIGOROUS (WMEC-627) Under Simulated Helicopter Wheel Loads," reported informally as

enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC ltr 77-173-75 of 26 Sep 1977.

5



Sectional properties for the longitudinals and headers, such as flange and

width thickness, etc., employed in the various 270 and 210 configurations are given

in Table 3. Table 4, the sectional properties from Table 3 are compared with those

which resulted by scaling up the properties of the members in the rigid vinyl model

by the scale factor of 4.6 It should be noted that the sectional dimensions are

nearly identical for the headers but slightly different for the longitudinals. The

main difference is the greater web thickness in the scaled-up (0.1886 in.) versus

full-scale (0.17 in.) configurations.

The helo deck structures in Figures 3-9 were evaluated using the helo wheel

load data in Table 2. This table lays out the specific tire contact data (load,

pressure, footprint dimensions, area of contact) for each load case considered and

identifies the deck configuration to which each was applied. Note in the table that

a number of main gear landing load conditions for the Navy LAMPS helicopter were

involved in the 270 evaluations. In each case, the analyses were performed using

rectangular tire footprints which were equivalent to and simulated the actual tire

footprints of elliptical shape. It was shown during the model tests that the rec-

tangular footprint produced plating stresses very close to the elliptical one. The

rectangular footprint was equivalent to the elliptical in that they had the same

pressure and contact area. In addition, the ratio of long- to short-side dimensions

on the rectangle was made equal to the ratio of the major to minor axis dimensions

on the elliptical. For the finite-element and other analyses of the framing, where

a wheel load was applied directly over a stiffener, it was sometimes necessary to

simulate the actual footprint by one of equivalent total load, where the length and

width dimensions were arrived at as discussed above.

All of the load data in Table 2 refers to tire contact data for fully inflated

tires. The rigid vinyl model evaluation also investigated the stresses associated

with an inflated tire which "bottoms out" on landing, or where the tire actually

blows out and produces a rim load condition. These load conditions are discussed

later in connection with the rigid vinyl model.

DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION METHODS

FRAMING ANALYSES

The objectives of the framing analyses were twofold: first, to develop and

validate state-of-the-art analysis methods suitable for helo deck structures of the
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type favored by the USCG, and second, using these methods, to determine maximum

stresses in the 270 and 210 cutter decks. The analyses dealt with stress evaluations

for the longitudinals and headers. Stresses were not calculated for the transverses

since they were expected to be of a relatively low magnitude.

Finite-Element Model

All of the analyses performed on the framing of the 270 Configurations I-IV

utilized the NASTRAN3 finite-element model seen in Figure 10. This model consisted

of approximately 1800 elements (1250 plate elements and 550 bar elements) and 1200

node points. Slight variations in the model were made to accommodate the various

270 configurations, such as the helo deck structure with or without headers. Note

that due to symmetry about the transverse deck center line, it was only necessary to

model half of the deck structure as indicated. The finite-element mesh for a por-

tion of the model in Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11.

Boundary conditions for the finite-element model included the following: along

the transverse center line boundary in Figure 10, the usual conditions of symmetry

were imposed; along the opposite transverse boundary, the plating nodes were re-

strained for all six degrees of freedom, 3 perpendicular displacements and 3 rota-

tions; stiffener nodes were fixed in all degrees of freedom except for rotations in

the vertical plane which were elastically restrained as opposed to completely fixed;

and the same kind of restraint conditions were used along the longitudinal boundary.

Load locations for the NASTRAN analyses appear on Figures 12 and 13 for the

helo decks, with and without headers, respectively. The load cases investigated

with the NASTRAN model were the loads applied directly to the longitudinal midspan

and panel center in Figure 12 and to the longitudinal-header intersection, header

midspan, and panel center in Figure 13. The other indicated load positions are

discussed later in connection with the plating analyses and the rigid vinyl model

investigations. In fact the outer boundary of the structure shown in Figures 12

and 13 corresponds to the boundary of the rigid vinyl model, as indicated by the

dashed lines in Figures 3 through 5.

It should be noted here that the NASTRAN finite-element model of Figure 10

provides reliable and accurate stress and deflection results for the framing

members, but not for the plating. For wheel loads placed on the plating, the
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deflections were found to exceed one half the thickness of the plating and, there-

fore, introduce significant stresses. The inclusion of membrane stresses must be

accomplished using a nonlinear finite-element or analytical model as discussed in

the following section. The modified 210 helo deck of Figure 9 was evaluated using

a beam-type NASTRAN finite-element model involving approximately 240 bar elements

(no plate elements).

AISC Equations

In addition to the finite-element analyses, the framing members (longitudinals

and headers) of all of the 270 and 210 helo deck configurations included in this

report were also evaluated using a framing analysis procedure* based on equations

published in the AISC design manual for orthotropic steel deck bridges.
5

The AISC manual allows the determination of the effect of the flexibility of

supporting members on the stresses in a loaded member, such as the effect of the

flexibility of transverses on stresses in loaded longitudinals. As a part of a cur-

rent review and updating of the design data sheets for helicopter and aircraft land-

ing decks, the U.S. Navy is incorporating the effect of transverse flexibility and

other features of the AISC design manual into the Navy DDS curves and charts.**

The framing analysis procedure referred to in the footnote on the previous page

is restricted to the wheels, one or two (dual), of a single landing gear. The effect

of a second landing gear was excluded from the study because the finite-element anal-

yses of several USCG helo deck configurations showed that the effect of a second

gear on modifying stresses under the first gear was only a few percent. However,

more recent work*** has shown that a second gear can cause considerable increase in

stress in a loaded longitudinal, especially when the span of the supporting trans-

verse is large.

*D. Lay and M.O. Critchfield, "A Rapid Analysis Procedure for Determining

Stresses in the Framing of Helicopter Landing Decks," reported informally as enclo-
sure (I) to DTNSRDC ltr 79-173-180 of 30 Nov 1979.

**R. Chiu, .1. Kuo and S. Arntson, "Design Guidelines for Helicopter Landing
Deck Structures," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC itr 80-173-135 of
9 Sep 1980.

***R. Chiu, .. Kuo, and J. Judy, "LSD-41 Helicopter Landing Deck Structural Anal-
ysis," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC ltr 79-173-110 of 20 June
1979.
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PLATING ANALYSES

Plating analyses were performed for landing gear loads in two locations: in

the center of a panel, and directly over a longitudinal header or transverse bulk-

head at the panel boundary. It should be pointed out here that these load locations

do not always correspond to maximum plating stresses. For typical panel and load

geometry, somewhat larger plating stresses may result for a wheel load placed in the

vicinity of one-quarter span. The nonlinear finite-element analyses were of a large

deflection type, that is, they incorporated the membrane resistance of the plating

in addition to the bending resistance. As a result of the full-scale measurements

on the 210-ft cutter and preliminary calculations using handbook formulas, it was

expected that the plating deflections would be of sufficient magnitude to warrant

that the membrane stresses be considered. For example, in the case of the 210,

the deflections (0.24 in.) were found to be equal to the thickness of the plating.

The finite-element analyses were accomplished using a computer program developed at

the University of California in 1971 under contract from the Naval Ship Systems

Command.4 Figure 14 shows the type of finite-element model used for Configurations

II and III. Models for Configurations I and IV used a similar approach. For the

plating analyses with the wheel loading in the center of a paLnel, one quarter of the

panel was modeled, as illustrated in Figure 14a. Conditions of symmetry were im-

posed along the boundaries BC and CD. External boundaries AB and AD were supported

vertically and subjected to elastic rotational restraint or springs kx and k y, as

illustrated in Figure 14a. The elastic restraint comes from two sources--the bending

resistance of the plating outside of the loaded panel, and the lateral-torsional

resistance of the boundary stiffeners due to rotation about their line of attachment

to the plating.

For the plating analyses with the wheel loading over a header or bulkhead at the

panel boundary, one half of a panel was modeled, as shown in Figure 14b. Symmetry

constraints were imposed along panel boundaries AB and BC. Also along AB, elastic

restraint or springs were utilized in the vertical direction in some of the analyses

to represent the bending rigidity of the header or transverse bulkhead supporting the

plating at that location.

The elastic boundary restraints k and k for the plating were calculatedx y

(see Table 5) using continuous beam theory, finite-element analyses, and design
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equations. This is discussed in greater detail in the following section concerned

with the stiffener web bending analyses. The elastic constants in Table 5 were in

part taken from Figures 15-17, which show the manner of variation of elastic bound-

ary restraint along longitudinal and transverse boundaries for Configurations I-III.

The plating analyses were performed using k and k values which correspond to thex y

horizontal dashed lines in Figures 15-17.

STIFFENER WEB BENDING ANALYSES

Full-scale measurements in 1977 on the helo deck structure of the 210-ft cutter

VIGOROUS revealed the existence of a vertical bending deformation, of a local nature,

in the webs of the deck longitudinals which produced stresses in excess of yield*

(see Figure 18). This local mode of structural behavior will be referred to in the

report as "web bending." Because web bending was only recently recognized as being

of potential importance to the designer, it is not taken into consideration in the

design procedures for helicopter landing decks in the USCG and U.S. Navy. A vali-

dated method of analysis was needed so that the importance of web bending in the

design process of helo deck framing could be fully investigated and evaluated.

Analysis capabilities were pursued for determining web bending stresses in the

following three design situations involving helo deck framing: (a) longitudinals--

without headers; (b) longitudinals--with headers; and (c) headers alone (see Figure

19).

Structural problems (a) and (c) above, in Figures 19a and 19c are similar in

that they both involve a lighter member subject to web bending (longitudinal or

header) supported at its extremities by heavier intersecting members (transverses or

longitudinals). Analyzing structural problem (b), Figure 19b, for web bending is

more complex because the longitudinals are supported by lighter header members in

addition to the heavier transverse members. The support provided by the headers is

only of a partial nature in that it extends approximately half way dcwn the web of

the longitudinal. The lower half of the web and the flange of the longitudinal are

free to deflect out of plane.

:*W.H. Hay and M.O. Critchfield, "Full Scale Evaluation of Flight Deck Struc-

tural Responses for 210 Foot U.S. Coast Guard Cutters STEADFAST (WMEC 623) and
VIGOROUS (WMEC 627) Under Simulated Helicopter Wheel Loads," reported informally as
enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC Itr 77-173-75 of 26 Sep 1977.
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Two types of analytical capabilities were pursued for addressing the above

structural problems: design-oriented equations for rapidly predicting web bending

stresses, and a finite-element model for correlating with and confirming the results

of the design equations. These methods were to be validated by web stress results

obtained from the rigid vinyl model evaluation of the 270 helo deck configurations

and full scale tests on the 210 cutter. Development of both methods was pursued

simultaneously with funding support for the web finite-element analysis, of immediate

need for the Coast Guard work, being provided by the USCG. Development of the design

equations was supported by the U.S. Navy since they have potential application to

helo deck structures on Navy ships.

Finite-Element Model

A finite-element model for investigating web bending was first developed for a

longitudinal without headers using the element capability present in a computer pro-
6

gram availaole from the University of California. The web of the longitudinal was

modeled with a fine mesh of elements, utilizing ten elements from the top to the

bottom of the web to accurately model the bending of the web (see Figure 20). In

the lengthwise direction of the stiffener, thirteen elements were used to represent

the web from its intersection with the transverse member to midspan. Only one half

of the stiffener was modeled due to symmetry. The web itself was therefore modeled

with a total of 130 elements, 260 effectively for a full stiffener. The lateral

bending rigidity of the flange of the stiffener strongly influences the degree to

which web bending is allowed to occur (see Figure 18). This flange was modeled using

thirteen beam-type elements (Figure 20) whose sectional inertia properties were cal-

culated to represent those of the actual flange.

The last effect to be modeled is the plate bending rigidity. Referring to

Figure 18, the applied moment M1 at the edge of a loaded panel is resisted by a

moment M 2 at the top of the web and the moment M 3 in the plating. The moment M 3 is

equal to k py where y is the angle of rotation of the stiffener web and plating at

their point of intersection, and k is an elastic constant representing the rotation-
P

al restraint or stiffness of the plating. The plating restraint k is converted to
Pelastic springs which are attached to the nodes of the finite-element model along the
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top of the web. Therefore, an important step in the development of the finite-

element model was obtaining a method for providing a good approximation for the

plating rotational restraint since it affects the way in which the applied moment M

in Figure 18 is distributed between the web and the plating. If the plating is

represented by elastic constants which are too large, the calculated web bending

moment M2 and stress will be too low or unconservative, and vice versa. In determin-

ing approximate plating restraint constants, continuous beam theory was used to ob-

tain k for panels with length-to-width ratios of three or greater where thisP

approach may be shown to be valid. For panels with ratios less than three particu-

larly the case of the helo deck configuration with headers, it was necessary to set

up finite-element models for the panels of interest. In the later cases, the

constant k was then determined by applying a moment distribution in the form of aP

half sine wave to one edge of che panel and then computing the rotation angle of the

same edge. The approximate restraint constant is then obtained by dividing the

moment (per unit length of panel edge) by the rotation angle. Table 5 gives the

plating rotational constants which are calculated using the above methods for the

helo deck configurations on the 270 and 210 cutters.

Besides the elastic springs which are attached to the nodes along the top of

the web in Figure 20, the nodes at the left end were simply supported and the nodes

at the right end or midspan were clamped to represent the desired symmetry condition.

The finite-element model for the longitudinal with headers is shown in

Figure 21. It has ten less web elements and one less flange element than the model

in Figure 20 for a longitudinal without headers. However, the main difference from

the previous model is the fixing of the nodes against out-of-plane deflections where

the headers intersect the web, as indicated in Figure 21.

The moment distribution applied to the top of the web is a quarter sine wave in

Figure 20 and a full sine wave as illustrated in Figure 21. All calculations were

performed for a maximum moment value of 100 in.-lb/in. The resulting web bending

stresses were then scaled up to reflect the actual magnitude of the applied web

moments as determined from the rigid vinyl model tests (270), full-scale tests

(210), and plating large deflection calculations (210-modified deck).
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Design Equations

Design equations have been derived for predicting web bending stresses in lon-

gitudinal (without headers) and headers alone, problems (a) and (c) described ear-

lier. The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix A. In order to pro-

vide a rapid prediction capability for the designer, the solution procedure has been

programmed on the 4051 Tektronix minicomputer. (See Appendix B for program listing.)

It is important to note that the equations provide a rapid analysis capability for

web bending stresses once the panel edge moment M is known. This moment is deter-

mined either from available model or full-scale test data or large-deflection finite-

elment analyses of the loaded panel. Research, currently underway, is providing a
7

design oriented method for rapidly calculating the moment M1 .

As mentioned above, the design equations presently available are based on

physical assumptions which closely model the web bending behavior of longitudinals

(without headers) and of headers. In either situation, a lighter member is sup-

ported by heavier members at its ends. Table 6 shows the accuracy of the design

equations when compared with calculations using the finite-elment model in

Figure 20. The two analysis methods are seen to be in excellent agreement. The

validation of the finite-element procedure and design equations against the rigid

vinyl model and full-scale results is discussed in a later section of the report.

RIGID VINYL MODEL

As stated earlier the 270 helo deck Configurations I and II (Figures 3 and 4)

were chosen as the two cases to be evaluated using the rigid vinyl modeling tech-

nique.* This experimental analysis technique is described in detail in References

1 and 2. Both Configurations I and II are characterized by 5/16-in. plating and

differ in framing arrangement only by the addition of transverse "headers" in Con-

figuration II. By performing experiments on a rigid vinyl model of Configuration I

and then modifying the structure to include headers, both configurations could be

investigated using one model.

It was determined that a conveniently sized model would be one-fifth scale.

Since deck plating stresses were of primary concern it was desired that the model

plating thickness be exactly one fifth the prototype plating thickness. However,

*J.L. Rodd, "Rigid Vinyl Model Evaluation of Helicopter Landing Deck on USCC

270 Foot Cutter," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC itr 80-173-51 of
14 Apr 1980.
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the available thickness of large rigid vinyl sheets would have to govern the actual

scale of the model. Using a model plating thickness of 0.068 in. resulted in a scale

factor of 4.6, and sizes for stiffeners and overall dimensions were then determined

accordingly. The scaling laws used to design the model and reduce the data are out-

lined in Table 7.

Figures 22 and 23 show the rigid vinyl model Conf Cofiguration I mounted in the

test foundation. The longitudinal stiffener arrangement as well as the heavy trans-

verse web frames are visible in these photographs; the intercostal headers were not

yet installed. Several boundary conditions were imposed on the structure to insure

correct structural response to tire footprint loads. The extreme fore and aft edges

of the model were attached to simulated transverse bulkheads using pinned joints

(hinges at each longitudinal stiffener). A double hinge system was used at one edge

to allow deck plating to deform longitudinally as well without restraint. The

"transverse bulkheads" used were heavy steel channels rigidly fixed to the test foun-

dation. These are visible in the figures as well. as the stanchions located beneath

the two transverse web frames. These boundary conditions allowed the vertical posi-

tion of the deck to be fixed at the stanchions and at the transverse bulkheads with-

out introducing unwanted resisting moments or membrane restraints in the deck

plating. The design of the stanchions was governed by a number of considerations

which are discussed in detail in the rigid vinyl evaluation report previously

footnoted. A final set of boundary conditions imposed on the structure were the end

momemts applied to the transverse web frames at each stanchion location. Since no

structure was used to simulate the restraining effects of the ship's hull, it was

necessary to hang weights from the ends of each transverse web frame. The web frame

end moment values at each stanchion location were taken from finite-element results

for each load case. During the experimental process it was determined that the

effects of these end moments on grillage and panel stresses were negligible.

For landing gear loads (Table 2, case 2) and locations (Figures 12 and 13),

plating and stiffener stresses were measured with strain gages at various locations

(Figures 24, 25) on the rigid vinyl model. In addition to these measurements, the

vertical deflection of plating and grillage members was recorded using linear poten-

tiometers at a limited number of locations for a few pertinent load cases.
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The strain gage instrumentation included four types of installations:

(a) Single gages were mounted on the center of stiffener flanges to measure stiffener

stresses. (b) To record plating stresses, biaxial gages were installed both on the

top and bottom surfaces of the plating at panel centers and edges. Both transverse

and longitudinal distributions of stresses were obtained. (c) On the webs of longi-

tudinal stiffeners and headers, special biaxial gages were installed to measure ver-

tical web bending stresses near the stiffener plating weld. (d) Finally, a pair of

single axial gages was installed on each stanchion to compare stanchion loads.

Figure 24 illustrates the system of single gages used to measure stiffener

stresses. Figure 25 shows the various installations used for measuring plating

stresses.

The landing gear load chosen for the investigation of the 270 helo deck was the

18,500-lb LAMPS wheel load (Table 2, case 2). This load was simulated on the rigid

vinyl model with 13.1 lb applied statically using several "footprints." The foot-

prints of interest were the elliptical, rectangular, rim load, and combined rim and

rectangular load, shown in Figure 26. The most appropriate footprint to use for

model experiments was an elliptical shape since it represents the best approximation

of the contact profile for an actual helo tire; however, it was desired to assess

the use of a rectangular footprint of equal area. The corresponding finite-element

analyses which were performed concurrently could be greatly simplified by the use of

the rectangular footprint. Therefore, it was desired to establish early in the rigid

vinyl model experiments if the rectangular footprint could be used in place of the

elliptical for all subsequent tests. As will be shown in the discussion of the

results, the rectangular load induced stresses very close to the elliptical load.

Therefore the rectangular load footprint was utilized throughout the experimental

evaluation.

It was suggested that tire bottoming effects be investigated during this progra

as well. The rim load defined in Figure 26 is a simplified representation of the

footprint which occurs during complete bottoming or blowout of the helicopter wheel

on impact (no tire pressure assumed). Finally, the combined load shown in Figure 26

is simply a superposition of the rectangular load and rim load footprints, each con-

tributing half the total load. Loading devices for simulating the various footprint

in Figure 26 are discussed in the previously footnoted rigid vinyl report.
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An automatic data acquistion system was used to measure strains and deflect ions

induced by the various wheel loads. An on-line computer was used to reduce the

data and list equivalent stresses and deflection-; in prototype terms almost imme-

diately for each experiment. An in-depth description of the experimental procedure

is provided in Reference 1.

FULL-SCALE TESTS

In the course of the evaluation efforts on the 270 helo decks, an opportunity

.trose on relatively short notice to implement a limited effort to acquire full-scale

data* on two 210-ft cutters, STEADFAST and VIGOROUS, (Figure 2) during their brief

shipyard availability period. In each case, structural response measurements were

ohtained from a typical helo deck panel loaded by a simulated helicopter wheel.

The objectives of these tests were (a) to provide data on the structural capacity of

the helo flight deck for establishing design criteria for a new helicopter landing

dear configuration; (b) to validate a general finite-element analysis procedure and

other analytical methods for evaluating the 270 h-lo deck structure, as well as

future helo deck configurations; and (c) to provide data for correlation with

results from rigid vinyl model experiments on the 270 helo deck configurations.

The full-scale effort actually consisted of two phases. The first test was

conducted on the USCG cutter VIGOROUS (WMEC 627) using the weight of a forklift

truck as the applied load and measuring helo deck plating vertical deflections only.

A second series of more comprehensive tests was conducted on the USCG cutter

STEADFAST (WMEC 623) using varying loads while monitoring plate and longitudinal

stringer deflections and stresses (Figures 27 and 28). A total of twenty-one

;trains and eight deflections were monitored during the STEADFAST static test.

Scantlings for the instrumented panel on STEADFAST are given in Figure 6, and the

location and orientation of each of the measurements made are shown in Figure 29.

Plate stresses were determined from strain measurements of eight biaxial stra in

,-age rosettes that were installed at four exterior and corresponding interior lot-

tions on the selected helo flight deck panel. Individual gages for each plate

rosette were oriented transversely and longitudinally (see Figure 29).

*W.H. Hay and M.O. Critchfield, "Full Scale Evaluation of Fight Deck StructuraI
Rcsponses for 210 Foot I.S. Coast Guard Ciutters STEADFAST (WNEC b 23) and VIGOROPS
(WN : ' C627) Tnder S imulated Ilel icopter Wheel loads,' reported informal y ;as e nc1osure'
(1) to DTNSRDC ltr 77-173-75 of 26 Sep 1977.
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Longitudinal stiffener strains were recorded using two biaxial gage rosettes (gages

oriented vertically and longitudinally) located on either side of the stiffener web

near the flight deck plating. A single longitudinal gage was also located on the

center of the stiffener flange to measure longitudinal bending in the stringer.

To minimize the effect of thermal drift, all strain gages were temperature com-

pensated, and frequent zero-load readings were taken.

Plating vertical deflections were measured at seven locations on the helicopter

deck, three along the longitudinal centerline of the instrumented panel and four

along the cencerline of an adjacent panel (Figure 29). Longitudinal stiffener

rotation was monitored with a dial gage (D8) placed between adjacent longitudinal

stiffeners, as shown in Figure 29.

To apply the static load to the helo deck in such a manner as to simulate the

weight and load pattern of a helicopter resting on the deck, a forklift truck of

weight 11,930 lb was employed (Figure 28). One of the rear wheels of the forklift

was used to apply a simulated helo wheel load while the tire pressure was adjusted

to produce the desired tire contact dimensions and large rectangular weights were

added to the rear of the forklift. The maximum load case was obtained by trans-

mitting a load to the panel using a timber block under the rear end of the forklift.

For both the "inflated tire" and "timber block" load conditions, a 1/2-in, rubber

pad between the simulated wheel load and the plating having the desired tire-contact

dimensions was used. In order to minimize the influence on the plating stresses of

the forklift wheels not being used in the helo wheel simulation, wooden planks were

used under those wheels to distribute their loading effect away from the instru-

mented region of the panel. Top and bottom views of the panel instrumented for the

tests are shown in Figure 27 with specific transducer locations indicated in

Figure 29. A total of seven loads cases , from 3260 to 8860 lb, were performed

during the tests.
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RESULTS OF EVALUATION

FRAMING RESPONSE

This section is concerned with the structural response of the framing members,

i.e., stresses and deflections in the longitudinal and transverse stiffener members

of the deck associated with the usual beam-type bending behavior. In obtaining these

results, wheel loads were placed at those locations on deck stiffeners which would

produce the greatest bending moment in the stiffeners. Maximum stresses occurred,

at these locations, in the lower flange of the stiffeners since the lower flange is

furthest from the section neutral axis. The corresponding stress in the upper

"flange" of the stiffener occurs in the deck plating and acts in a direction parallel

to the stiffener. This plating stress associated with overall stiffener bending is

not governing for the plating since it is considerably exceeded by the local plating

stress in the transverse or short-span direction. Framing stresses associated with

web bending is treated in a later section.

Flange Stresses

Table 8 is a summary of maximum stresses for the framing of the four 270 helo

deck and two 210 deck configurations investigated. Validation of the analytical

methods (finite-element and AISC equations) was accomplished for Configurations I

and II of the 270 and the existing 210 decks for which model and full-scale data

were available, respectively. As indicated in the table, the analytical and exper-

imental results for these configurations are in very close agreement. Because of

this excellent correlation, the analytical methods were used to calculate framing

stresses on Configuration IV of the 270 and on the modified deck on the 210 cutter,

for which no experimental data was available.

All of the stresses in Table 8 are below yield, (33,000 psi) for mild steel.

The addition of headers to Configuration I reduced the longitudinal flange stresses

from 26,000 to 16,100 psi but resulted in a stress of 29,000 psi in the headers

themselves. For Configuration IV, stresses in both the longitudinals and headers

were found to be approximately 20,000 psi. Stresses in the 210 decks were found to

be noticeably lower, in the range 9,000-15,000 psi, due to substantially lower wheel

loadings.
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In addition to the maximum stress data in Table 8, stress profiles showing the

distribution of stress along the longitudinals and headers have been developed for

Configurations I and II. Figure 30 illustrates the variation in flange stress in

the center-line longitudinal of Configuration I from the stiffener midspan, where

the load has been applied, to its intersection with the heavier transverse frame.

Again, note the excellent agreement with the rigid vinyl model stress value at mid-

span. The flange stress profile for the center-line longitudinal in Configura-

tion II (with headers case) is shown in Figure 31. This figure also shows that

shifting the wheel load from the stiffener to the panel midspan resulted in a 16

percent reduction in the stiffener stress from 16,000 psi to to 13,000 psi based on

the finite-element analysis. This reduction figure, however, is only approximate

because the deck plating is deflecting nonlinearly under the load and is therefore

not validly modeled by the linear NASTRAN analysis. Lastly, Figure 32 gives the

flange stress profile for the header in Configuration II when loaded at midspan.

The agreement between the finite-element and model results are again seen to be very

close.

Deflections

Stiffener deflection profiles are given in Figures 33-35 for 270 Configurations

I and II. The deflection profile for one half of the center-line longitudinal

(symmetry employed) for Configuration I is shown in Figure 33. This figure brings

out the relatively small influence of the second helicopter wheel on the deflections

produced under the first wheel. The small influence of the second wheel on the

first wheel deflections is attributable to the fact that the second wheel is resting

on a longitudinal adjacent to stanchions supporting the deck. The deflection profile

along the transverse center line of the Configuration I deck is contained in

Figure 34. Again, the small influence of the second wheel on deflections under the

first wheel is evident. It should be noted that the plots in Figure 34 should only

be viewed from the standpoint of providing a qualitative feel for the variation in

plating deflection since the deflections particularly near the centerline wheel load

are approaching the thickness of the plate where membrane stresses become important.

NASTRAN does not account or such stresses. Lastly, Figure 35 provides some insight

as to the effect on plating deflections along the transverse center line of the deck

of adding headers, i.e., going from Configurations I to II. The headers were found
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to take the oscillation out of the plating deflection between longitudinals Li and

1.3; otherwise they did not affect the deflection of the longitudinal significantly.

PLATING RESPONSE

As mentioned previously, the structural response of the helo deck plating for

various 210 and 270 deck configurations and wheel load conditions was evaluated

using analytical, rigid vinyl model, and full-scale techniques. The three main

objectives were (a) by obtaining maximum plating stresses, to provide the USCG with

a basis for assessing the performance of the various designs; (b) on the basis of

the rigid vinyl results, to validate the finite-element and other analytical proce-

dures as general plating analysis tools; and (c) to investigate the influence of

various load parameters such as tire print geometry, orientation, and load placement

on plating responses. The maximum stresses and validation of analytical procedures

are discussed first.

Stresses and Validation of Analysis Methods

The validation of analytical methods for plating response was accomplished and

maximum stress results were obtained for two types of loading conditions: (a) wheel

loads acting at the center of a panel where stresses at the panel center and edge in

the short span or transverse direction were of interest, and (b) wheel loads strad-

dling the stiffeners at transverse or longitudinal panel boundaries where the largest

stress occurs directly under the load in a direction perpendicular to the panel

boundary. Here it should be noted, that the above load locations do not necessarily

correspond to the maximum plating stresses. Somewhat greater values may result, for

typical panel and load geometry, when the wheel loading is in th1e vicinity of quar-

ter span in the transverse direction.

Results for wheel loads at panel centers are summarized in Table 9. Stresses

are presented for the 270-class Configurations I-IV and the 18,500- and 19,430-Ib

LAPS main gear wheel loads. Plating stresses at the panel centers are seen to be

consistently higher than at the panel edges. For the panel center locations, the

finite element stresses are only 3 percent below the rigid vinyl model value for

both Configurations I and II. The finite-element prediction for the panel odge is

15 percent below the model value. However, the panel edge is not the governing
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location when the wheel load is in the center of a panel. In view of the excellent

agreement in predicting governing stress magnitudes for the panel center, this

suggests that the finite-element analyses may be considered suitable for application

in preliminary design. Following validation, the finite-element procedure was used

to calculate plating stresses for Configurations III and IV, as indicated in

Table 9. Note that no rigid vinyl models existed for these configurations. Com-

paring stresses at the plate center based on the finite-element calculations, it is

seen that they range from a low of 63,000 psi for the heaviest deck structure, Con-

figuration II, to 77,800 psi for Configuration I. None of these exceed the yield

point for HY-80 steel; the material of lowest yield under consideration for these

configurations.

The correlation between the finite-element and model data discussed above is

further illustrated in Figures 36 and 37 by the transverse stress profiles for the

plating in Configurations I and III. These figures also demonstrate the excellent

results obtained using a plate-strip finite-element model. These results motivated

the development of nonlinear plate-strip equations 7 for predicting stresses in long

panels.

Recall that full-scale stress measurements were made on the 210 cutter

STEADFAST using a forklift to simulate a helo tire loading. Stress and deflection

results from these full-scale tests are shown in Figures 38 and 39, superimposed on

transverse stress and deflection profiles obtained from nonlinear finite-element

analyses of the plating. The agreement between full-scale and analytical results on

the 210 is considered to be good, especially for the stress.

Table 10 presents the finite-element and rigid vinyl results for wheel loads

straddling stiffeners at either transverse or longitudinal boundaries. Configura-

tion II is the only one for which both finite-element and model data exists. Note

that the finite-element prediction of 91,700 psi exceeds the model value (76,000 psi)

by 21 percent. This is probably due to the assumptions of simply supported bound-

aries on three sides and a rigid nondeflecting stiffener on the fourth side where the

wheel load is applied. Because of the conservative nature of the analytical predic-

tion, the finite-element model and approach used appear to be valid for other panels

of similar geometry. Results in Table 10 for Configuration I were obtained exclu-

sively for the model tests. Comparing the 73,500-psi stress for a wheel load on
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the transverse with 80,000 psi for a load in the center of a panel (Table 9), it is

seen that the governing rectangular load condition for Configuration I is a central

panel load. The stress entries of 100,000 psi for Configuration I and 86,500 psi

for Configuration II indicate that an extreme rim load condition, associated with

severe tire bottoming, can produce very large stresses when the loads exactly

straddle stiffeners (longitudinals in this case). The stress value for Configuration

I is 15 percent higher than the value for Configuration II. The results for

Configuration II, when compared with stresses in Table 9 for central panel loads,

indicate that the governing rectangular load condition for Configuration II is a

wheel load straddling the header. (Recall that the opposite occurred for Configu

ration I.) The stresses determined for Configurations III and IV using the non-

linear finite element analysis are considerably greater than those for Configurations

I and II. The increased stresses are attributed to two factors: the lighter plating

(1/4 in.) in III and IV compared to that (5/16 in.) in I and II; and the dual wheel

effect (for the 20,000-lb tail wheel) where the spacing between the two tire prints

increases the moment arm of the resultant force acting on each tire patch. In

Table 10, the second entry of stress for Configuration IV (136,000 psi) shows that

the plating stress is only alleviated slightly by going from the assumption of a

rigid to a flexible longitudinal under the dual tail wheel. Since the longitudinal

was modeled to be a little more flexible than in reality, the final plating stress

should be within the range 136,000-141,500 psi.

Influence of Tire Print Geometry and Load Placement

In addition to forming a basis for validating the analytical procedures for

helo deck evaluation, the rigid vinyl model evaluations were used to investigate the

effect on plating stresses of various tire print geometries, load locations, and

orientations on helo deck panels. Figure 26 illustrates the four tire footprints

considered in the investigation: elliptical, rectangular, rim load, and combined

rim and rectangular. The elliptical footprint representation is closest to the

actual one. The rectangular footprint was computed from the elliptical one by main-

taining the same contact area and ratio of major to minor axis dimensions. The rim

condition represents an extreme and somewhat idealized condition associated with a
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tire bottoming situation where the tire has blown out or collapsed. Finally, the

combined footprint characterizes a bottoming condition where half of the load is

carried by the rim and half by the inflated tire.

Along with various contact geometries, the model evaluation also looked into

the influence on plating stress of shifting loads transversely and longitudinally on

panels to locations indicated in Figures 12 and 13.

Before summarizing the results of the model evaluation, it should be pointed

out that it was discovered near the end of the model evaluation program that a

potentiometer positioned at the panel center and used to record panel deflections

was "binding up" as the panel deflected. Since it was believed that this binding

action of the potentiometer was likely to affect the measured values for panel

stresses and deflections, a retesting effort was undertaken. The scope of the

retest was limited to those stresses and locations which were found to be the gov-

erning ones during the original tests using a rectangular tire footprint. Since the

retest effort did not encompass load and stress locations away from the panel center,

the data points in Figures 40-47 for other than a central stress due to a central

load represent results from the original tests with the uncertain potentiometer

effect involved. It is for this reason that it is recommended that the results at

other than the panel center in Figures 40-47 be viewed with that consideration in

mind. This suggests that these curves are of more value for indicating the influ-

ence or trends associated with shifting loads on a panel than for the determination

of stress, in an absolute sense, resulting from the load placement. Again, however,

the retest values of the midspan stresses associated with midspan loads are included

and these magnitudes are accurate representations.

Since the results of the rigid vinyl evaluation are discussed in detail else-

where,* this report will only summarize the main points of the model effort. These

are next presented below under the headings Tire Print Geometries and Load Location

and Orientation.

Tire Print Geometries. The highest plating stresses at the panel edge (100 and 87

ksi, Configurations I and II) were obtained for the rim load straddling a longitu-

dinal stiffener at stiffener midspan (see Figures 42 and 45).

*J.L. Rodd, "Rigid Vinyl Model Evaluation of Helicopter Landing Deck on USCC

270 Foot Cutter," reported informally as enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC Itr 80-173-51 of

14 Apr 1980.
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The next highest stresses (80 and 65 kis, Configurations I and II) occurred at

the panel center for a rectangular footprint in that location (see Figures 40 and

44).

For Configuration I, the elliptical tireprint at the panel center caused a

transverse stress at the panel center which exceeded the rectangular tireprint value

by less than 1 percent (Figure 40). The elliptical tire print at quarter span

caused a stress at the panel edge (of adjacently loaded panel (see Figure 42) which

was 11 percent greater than the rectangular tire print value.

For Configuration II, the elliptical tire print at the panel center caused a

transverse stress at the panel center which exceeded the retangular tire print value

by 16 percent (Figure 44).

The combined rim and rectangular print (Figures 40 and 42) did not produce a

governing stress condition for any of the load locations. In general, the influence

curves for the combined load followed the trend of the rim load curves, but with

substantially lower stresses.

Load Location and Orientation. The influence of wheel load location and orientation

on plating stresses for Configurations I and II is demonstrated in Figures 40-47.

It should be noted that plating center and edge stresses have been measured for

wheel loads in three locations: midspan, quarter span, and edge. For our panel

configurations, the maximum plating stress probably occurs for a wheel load in the

vicinity of quarter span and probably somewhat exceeds the value for an actual

quarter-span load. Since these figures are discussed in detail in the report foot-

noted on the previous page, only the main points of the discussion are listed below.

1. For both Configurations I and II, rim loads straddling a longitudinal

member result in the highest plating stresses (Figures 42 and 45), and rectangular

loads in the panel center result in the next highest stresses (Figures 40 and 44).

tn each case, these stresses occur in the transverse direction under the load.

2. The effect on panel edge stress of moving a load from midspan to quarter

span to edge is to cause an increase in stress for both the rim and combined foot-

prints on Configurations I and II (Figures 42 and 45). The increase is particularly

dramatic for a rim load between the quarter span and edge locations.
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3. For both the rectangular and elliptical tire prints, loads positioned on a

panel at quarter span between longitudinals produced a greater stress at the panel

edge than either a load at the panel center or edge locations (Figures 42 and 45).

This result is important because it necessitates that web bending stresses in lon-

gitudinals be calculated on the basis of a quarter-span rather than a midspan panel

load.

4. The effect on plating response of rotating the rectangular load patch by

45 deg was explored using Configuration I. It was found that the 45 deg orientation

reduced the maximum or governing plating stresses in all instances (Figures 41, 46,

47) except on (Figure 43). The plating stress at midspan under a central load was

reduced from 80 ksi to 68 (Figure 41). A greater reduction in stress, from 74 ksi

to 52 ksi, occurred in longitudinal direction under a load on the transverse panel

boundary (Figure 46).

5. Rim and combined loads at quarter span produced greater stresses at panel

centers than for loads at other locations (Figures 40 and 44).

6. It was found on Configuration I that moving the load longitudinally on the

panel did not produce a significant reduction in transverse stress under the load

until the load approached the far transverse boundary (Figure 47).

STIFFENER WEB BENDING RESPONSE

An earlier section of this report provided a description of stiffener web

bending and the analytical and experimental methods used to evaluate web bending

stresses. Therefore, this section will go immediately into a discussion of web

bending results for the various configurations investigated.

A summary of web bending stresses obtained for the 270 and 210 helo deck config-

uratiens is provided in Table 11. These results are of particular interest for

serving as the bases for the validation of the analytical methods for web bending

and for providing maximum expected values of web bending stresses for the configu-

rations of interest.

Validation of Web Bending Analyses

Using the finite-element method and design equations, web bending stresses in

the longitudinals of Configuration I were determined to be 25,600 and 24,400 psi,

respectively, as indicated in Table 11. The agreement between the two analytical
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approaches is seen to be excellent and is further supported by the more detailed

comparison of these two solution methods in Table 6.

The analytical predictions of 25,600 and 24,400 psi for the longitudinals in

Configuration I are 11.9 percent and 15.3 percent under the corresponding model

value of 28,800 psi. Similar correlation in results, in Table 11, was achieved for

a load at quarter span. For the longitudinals in Configuration II, the finite-

element prediction of 28,800 psi exceeded the test value of 24,500 psi by 17.3

percent. While the correlation between analytical and model results for Configu-

ration I is a little better than for Configuration II, the key point is that the

analytical results for Configuration II are on the conservative side. The best cor-

relation was obtained for the headers in Configuration II. The header stress of

44,630 psi, based on the design equations, is seen to exceed the model value of

42,900 psi by only 4.0 percent.

A more graphic picture of the relationship between web bending stresses based

on analyses and tests for longitudinals in Configurations I and II is given in

Figures 48 and 49. In these figures, the model values are shown superimposed on

plots of the variation in web bending stress from the top to the bottom of the web.

The stress is seen to vary from a maximum value at slightly above the gage location

to essentially zero at the bottom of the web. Although this suggests that web

bending stresses may exceed those given for the gage elevation in the web, it is

believed that the presence of weld fillets extending down into the web up to 1/4 in.

may reduce the higher stresses indicated above the gage locations.

Finally, two points should be made concerning the model results for Configu-

ration I. First, values of panel edge stress (used to arrive at the moment loading

for the web bending analysis) and the web bending stress of 28,800 psi had to be

taken from different gage sites and tests due to a gage failure. Secondly, as men-

tioned earlier, it was recognized that the deflection potentiometer under the panel

load was binding.

The last entries in Table 11 are the web bending results for the longitudinal

stiffeners on the existing 210 helo deck structures. Full-scale measurements on the

210 (see report cited by earlier footnote), for a simulated wheel load of 3260 lb

produced a web bending stress of 22,800 psi, which is approximately five times the 4
calculated values of 4500 and 4000 psi using the finite-element model and design
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equations (see Appendices A and B). Plots of plate and web bending stress for the

210 are given in Figures 38 and 50. An explanation was sought to try to explain the

large discrepancy between test and analysis above. The results just given indicate

that the web of the longitudinal in the full-scale test saw considerably more moment

than found in the analysis. This finding is supported by the results at the bottom

of Table 12 where it is seen that the analytical models distributed the panel edge

moment M1 (177.1 in.-lb/in.) differently between the web M2 and plating M3 than

occurred in the actual full-scale stiffener. One explanation for this behavior is

that the bending stiffness of the plating in the full-scale structure is drastically

less than the stiffness assumed in the finite-element model or present in the

plastic model since the latter two correlated reasonably well for the 270-class

cutter. Further study of this problem suggests that this explanation is a reason-

able one. Table 13 indicates that the design equations, derived in Appendix A,

produce a web stress essentially equal to the measured value of 22,750 psi if the

plating stiffness contant k * is reduced from 6700 (the nominal value used in com-p
puting the web stress) down to 200. Moreover, it is hypothesized in Table 13 that

the presence of residual plating stresses associated with welding the stiffeners to

the plating could be responsible for this drastic reduction in plating stiffness if

they approached the buckling stress for the unstiffened plating. Measurements have

indicated that plating residual stresses may be as much as 0.2 times the yield
8

stress. Applying this line of reasoning to the HY-80 plating in the 210 deck, the

residual stresses could potentially reach the vicinity of the computed panel buck-

ling stre3s (approximately 15,000 psi). It must be cautioned here that no measure-

ments of welding-induced residual stresses on helo deck plating have been made in

the U.S. Coast Guard or U.S. Navy to support the discussion above.

The above hypothesis was presented in a meeting with the USCG and it was

pointed out that an upper bound on web bending stress could be obtained by assuming

the stiffness k of the plating equal to zero (to account for potential residual

stresses). However, after some discussion, it was decided to retain the assumption

of fully effective plating in performing the web bending stress calculations for all

the helo deck configurations.

*It should be noted here that in the derivation of the web bending equations

in Appendix A, the parameter c is used in place of k
p
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Maximum Web Bending Stresses

Maximum web bending stresses for the 270-class Configurations I through IV are

readily identified from Table 11. For Configurations I and II, the greatest web

bending stresses are 43,000 psi in the longitudinal (of Configuration I) and 60,000

psi in the headers in Configuration II.* Observe that the 4 3,000-psi value in the

longitudinals is approaching a yield of 47,000 psi for HTS steel, and 60,000-psi

stress is in excess of yield. Also, note that these maximum stresses are occurring

for wheel loads at one-quarter span locations with respect to either transverse or

longitudinal directions as illustrated in Table 11.

For Configuration IV, the maximum web bending stress in the longitudinals was

calculated to be 59,000 psi for a wheel load at one-quarter span with respect to the

transverse direction. Web bending stresses in the headers should not exceed this

value and, in fact, should be less than yield as indicated in Table 11. The latter

conclusion is based on the 21,000-psi stress calculation for a longitudinally ori-

ented tire print at midspan in conjunction with the effect of shifting wheel luads

from midspan to quarter-span locations. It was determined from the analyses that

shifting the wheel load from panel midspan to quarter span, for either longitudinally

or transversely oriented tire prints, resulted in an increase in web bending

stresses in almost all instances. Increases based on rigid vinyl model results

were 35 percent for longitudinals in Configuration 1, 51 percent for the longitu-

dinals in Configuration II, and 48 percent for the headers in Configuration II.

This dependency of web bending stress on panel load locations is further illustrated

in Figures 51 and 52.

The web bending stresses for the longitudinals in Configuration IV were found

to be greater than the values for either Configurations I or II. A significant

factor in accounting for the increase in web bending stress between Configura-

tions II and IV appears to be the reduction in plating thickness from 5/16 to

1/4 in. between the two configurations. In order to develop more insight into the

effect of plating thickness on web bending stress, the relationship between plating

thickness and web bending stress was investigated for Configuration I. In this

study, the stiffener scantlings and spacing of Configuration I were maintained while

the plating thickness was varied from a maximum of 0.5 in. down to 0.15 in. The

*These stresses include a direct-compression stress component which has been

added to the web bending component.
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results of this study in Figure 53 showed that as the plating thickness decreases,

the web bending stress increases, supporting the earlier observation regarding Con-

figurations 11 and IV.

Some further observations on web bending in Configuration IV of the 270 deck

may be made in light of the web bending results just given for the full-scale 210

deck. First note that the existing 210 deck (Figure 6) becomes essentially tile same

as Configuration IV (Figure 7) of the 270 if a 6x4x7 header is added between trans-

verse web frames in the 210. Since the full-scale tests showed the web bending

stresses in the 210 to be approaching yield for a wheel load of 8950 lb, it can be

expected that doubling the wheel load to 18,500 lb (used on Configuration IV of the

270) while only adding a single header is unlikely to reduce the web bending stress

from the vicinity of vield. In fact, the rigid vinyl model evaluation on the 27f)

resulted in tle web bending stress dropping by only 14.0 percent when the headers

were added. It is clear that this small reduction is out-weighed by the 100 pcrcent

increase in wheel load. So, if the web bending stresses in tile 210 full-scale deck

were really at yield, as measured, the possibility exists that the longitudinals

of Configuration IV would experience some local yielding as well. This possibility

hinges on whether the plating in the 270 turns out to be as ineffective as the

plating in.the 210 due to residual stresses or to some other unknown effect, as dis-

cussed previouir;lv.

SIPMMARY AN) CONCLUSIONS

Thi!; report presents tile results of stilructural evaluations performed on forcir

he lo deck dles igns for tile new 270 cutter rld two designs for the 210 cutter

(Table 1) . Scantl ings for these conf igurations are illustrated in Figures 3-9, and

wheel load condit ions are given in Table 2. The structural evaluation program

included the vil idation, based on rigid vinyl model and full-scale tests, and per-

formance of three types of analyses on tile helo deck structures: (a) framing anal-
3 *,5

yses using conventional finite element analyses and AISC published equations;

(b) nonl inear large-deflection analyses tf the plating for wheel loads in governing

panel locations; and (c) analys;es of web bending in the framing using finite-clement

:I el ; Idd de, ;1111 eqallt ions (Appendices A ind B. T). These eva 1uat ion:;:

1. provide the 15CA; with a technical basi, for evolving a design for the now
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270 helo deck, for assessing the strength of existing and modified 210 helo decks,

and for developing design methods for helo deck structures similar to those on the

270 and 210 cutters;

2. identify regions of relatively high stress in helo deck structures which

are not addressed by current design procedure and tools;

3. validate a series of analytical methods for general application to the

analysis of helo deck structure of similar configuration to those evaluated; and

4. result in reduction in helicopter deck structural weight for the 270 class

of 6 percent in the framing and a possible reduction of 20 percent in the plating

if 10.2# plating is used.

Specific results of the program are outlined below. Maximum stress results for

the framing and plating of the various helo deck configurations are summarized first.

270 DECK STRESSES

Framing

Flange stresses in the longitudinals of the four 270 decks evaluated are 26,000

psi or less, below the yield strength for mild or HTS steel (Table 8). Header flange

stresses are 29,000 psi for 270 Configurations II and III (Figures 4 and 5),

approaching the yield for mild steel. For Configuration IV (Figure 7), the header

flange stress is 20,000 psi, below yield.

Stresses were also evaluated associated with web bending in the longitudinals

and headers. With one exception, stresses for longitudinals and headers of Config-

urations I and II were found to be within the range 25,000-40,000 psi (Table 11), all

below yield for HTS steel. The one exception is that the web bending stress in the

headers of Configuration II was determined to reach 60,000 psi (including direct

compressive stress) for a transversely oriented tire print in the quarter-span

location. Maximum web bending stress for Configuration IV were determined to be

59,000 psi for the longitudinals. The web bending stress in the headers for a mid-

span wheel load was calculated to be 21,000 psi. If this stress is increased by an

average factor of 50 percent to account for the effect discussed earlier of shifting

panel loads from midspan to quarter span, the resulting web stresses for longitudi-

nally and transversely oriented quarter-span loads would be about 32,000 psi, or

*D. Lay and M.O. Critchfield, "A Rapid Analysis Procedure for Determining

Stresses in the Framing of Helicopter Landing Decks," reported informally as enclo-
sure (1) to DTNSRDC ltr 79-173-18, 30 Nov 1979.
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less than yield for HTS. It was noted that some of the web bending stresses given

in Table 11 exceed the yield of 47,000 psi for HTS steel. Without further analyses

of the plastic type, the calculated stresses above yield only indicate that some

localized yielding is probable at stiffener midspan for the headers and longitudinals

of Configurations II and IV, respectively.

P lating

Stresses in the plating were determined analytically and experimentally for two

types of panel load conditions--loads in the center of a panel, and loads directly

over a stiffener at a panel boundary. For typical deck and tire print geometries,

wheel loads in the vicinity of quarter span may produce somewhat higher stresses at

the panel edge (about 15 percent for Configuration I based on model evaluation--see

Figure 42) than the maximum stress due to a central or boundary load. For central

panel loads, plating stresses were found to be at 80,000 psi or below for 270 Con-

figurations I-TV (Table 9). For panel boundary loads, plating stresses were de-

termined to be approximately 149,000 psi at the panel edge for Configuration III and

approximately 140,000 psi (136,000-141,000 psi) for Configuration IV (Table 10).

(Since the three panel boundaries away from the loaded fourth edge for Configuration

Ill were simply supported, not elastically restrained as in Configuration IV, it is

believed that the 14 9,000-psi stress for Configuration III is on the conservative

side.) Finally, it should be pointed out that the actual plating stresses would

never reach 140,000 psi since yielding would occur at a lower stress level. There-

fore, the 14 0,000-psi value indicates that some degree of yielding at the edge of a

panel could possibly occur, the degree being dependent on the material used, such as

HY-80, HY-100, or MY-130. Current design procedures for helo deck structures are to

allow some local plasticity in plating at the panel edges. Based on these pro-
9

cedures, HY-130 plating would be acceptable for the 270 decks. However, a detailed

plasticity analysis of the plating would be necessary to say whether either 11Y-1O0

or HY-80, or both, would be acceptable using these procedures.

210 DECK STRESSES

The maximum flange stress in the longitudinals of the existing 210 decks for a

simulated wheel load of 8860 lb was determined to be 12,500 psi during the full-scale
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evaluation of the STEADFAST.* For the modified 210 deck configuration, the flange

stresses in the longitudinals and headers were 9300 and 15,500 psi, respectively.

The maximum web bending stress for the longitudinals in the 210 STEADFAST deck was

found during the full-scale evaluation to be 33,000 psi for a forklift inflated tire

load of 5500 lb, which was used to simulate the helo wheel load. When a different

loading arrangement was used with a timber lock positioned under the rear end of the

forklift, a wheel load of 8860 lb was needed to produce the same 33,000 psi stress.

In any event, it is clear that yielding was apparently imminent based on these tests

results at realistic wheel loads. Recall that the full-scale web bending stress

value for the 210 was approximately five times the corresponding analytical value

(see Table 11). This was puzzling since the analytical tools produced web bending

stresses which agreed with rigid vinyl model results. For square panels the dif-

ference could become important. The percent differences should be taken as trends

only, as discussed previously.

The maximum plating stress for the 210 STEADFAST deck was 52,000 psi for a sim-

ulated wheel load of 8860 lb (timber block condition). This value is well under

yield for the HY-80 deck. The maximum plating stress for the modified 210 decks

under the Sikorsky wheel load of 7700 lb was calculated to be 77,100 psi.**

GENERAL FINDINGS AND TRENDS

In addition to providing maximum plating stresses, the structural evaluation

program identified regions of the helo deck structures of relatively high stress and

produced other more general findings. This is of interest for general application

to helo decks which are similar in configuration to the 270 and 210 decks. The fol-

lowing observations and conclusions are reached relevant to these highly stressed

regions.

*W.H. Hay and M.O. Critchfield, "Full Scale Evaluation of Flight Deck Struc-

tural Responses for 210 Foot U.S. Coast Guard Cutters STEADTAST (WMEC 623) and
VIGOROUS (WMEC 627) Under Simulated Helicopter Wheel Loads," reported informally as
enclosure (I) to DTNSRDC ltr 77-173-75 of Sep 1977.

**M.O. Critchfield, "Strength Analysis of Modified Helicopter Landing Decks on

210 Foot USCG Cutters for SRR Helicopter Wheel Loadings," reported informally a.
enclosure (1) to DTNSRDC itr 79-173-80, 14 May 1979.
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1. For helo deck Configuration I, involving long plate panels of aspect ratio

4, the governing wheel location in terms of plating stress was found to be a wheel

in the center of a panel. For Configurations II-IV, having panel aspect ratios of

2 or less, the governing load location was found to be wheel loads straddling stif-

feners which induced high stresses at panel edges. The dual wheel on the LAMPS hel-

icopter, when straddling stiffeners, was found to produce greater plating stresses

than the single main wheels. These observations should be valid for other helo deck

structures and wheel loads similar to those involved in the 270 and 210 evaluations.

2. Based on the rigid vinyl model results, elliptically shaped tire prints

were found to produce plating stresses which were 1-16 percent greater (1 percent

for Configuration I, 16 percent for Configuration II) than the equivalent rectangular

tire prints. Therefore, for long panels similar to Configurations I, the difference

is negligible. For square panels the differences should be taken as trends only, as

discussed previously.

3. [he 45 degree orientation of the tire print reduced the maximum plating

stresses in all cases except one (Figure 43) over the longitudinal orientation.

4. Maximum web bending stresses in the longitudinals occurred for wheel loads

with the long axis of their tire prints in the direction of the longitudinals and

the centroid of their tire print positioned on the panels at quarter span trans-

versely and midspan longitudinally (Table 11).

5. Maximum web bending stresses in headers occurred for wheel loads with the

long axis of their tire prints in the direction of the headers and the centroid of

their tire print situated on the panel at quarter span longitudinally and midspan

transversely.

6. In general, web bending stresses appear to increase as plating thickness

decreases if the stiffener scantlings and other deck parameters are held fixed

(Figure 53).

7. Reduced plating stiffness, due to fabrication-induced effects (such as

residual stresses), can potentially occur in helo decks. The effect could be to

transfer additional load into the stiffener web, thereby driving up the web bending

stresses.
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ANALYSIS METHODS FOR FUTURE APPLICATION

Another objective of the program was the validation of analytical techniques

for general application to helo deck structures having scantlings and wheel load

conditions similar to those evaluated in this study. This objective was accom-

plished with varying degrees of success in the course of the evaluations on Config-

urations I and II of the 270 and the helo deck on the existing 210 cutters.

1. Excellent correlation, within a few percent, was achieved among analyses

(finite-element and AISC equations), rigid vinyl model, and full-scale (longitu-

dinals only) results for flange stress in the longitudinals and headers.

2. The degree of correlation between analytical and model results for the

plating was dependent upon the load condition and stress location. For central

panel loads, the correlation ranged from 3 percent at the panel center to 15 percent

at the edge. For wheel loads straddling a panel boundary, the analytical value

exceeded the model value by 21 percent due to the conservative assumption of three

simply supported boundaries on the panel, excluding the loaded boundary. Later

analyses for Configuration IV introduced elastically supported boundaries. Along

with the assumptions on vertical and rotational support at the panel edges just

mentioned, the large-deflection analysis assumed that the plate edges were completely

restrained with respect to in-plane displacement. Since the amount of in-plane

restraint in actual helo deck is less than complete, and also the plating stress in

large deflection analyses are sensitive to this fact, it is important that methods

be developed in the future for accurately determining the degree of edge restraint

and incorporating it into the analyses. The nonlinear finite-element computer
4

program used in the above analyses allows one to introduce in-plane elastic

restraint; however, the program was not found to perform reliably when the in-plane

restraint was reduced from complete to partial.

3. Excellent agreement was obtained between the two analytical techniques,

finite-element analyses, and design equations (see Appendices A and B) in predicting

web bending stresses for the longitudinals of Configuration I and headers of Config-

uration II (Table 11). Based on the rigid vinyl model results, these analytical

techniques were found to be 15 percent low for the longitudinals in Configuration I,

17 percent high for the longitudinals in Configuration II, and 4 percent high for

the headers in Configuration II. However, the design equations and finite-element

model were found to substantially underpredict the web bending stresses measured
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during tile full-scale tests on the 210 cutter STEADFAST. This result was discussed

earlier and was attributed to a possible reduction in plating stiffness due to

fabrication-induced residual stresses. Future full-scale tests are needed by the

marine community if this question is to be explored and resolved in a definitive

manner. These tests should be accompanied by a residual stress survey of helo deck

structure, particularly those with lighter plating. In the meantime, the option

available to the designer and analyst in a given situation is to compute an upper

bound en web bending stress by assuming the stiffness of the deck plating to be zero

(k = 0 in Appendix A). This approach, however, was not adopted in this work.
P

Rather, as discussed earlier, the decision was made in a meeting with the USCG to

assume the helo deck plating to be fully effective when computing web bending

st resses.
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Figure 1I Sketch of WHEC 270-Foot Gutter Under Construction
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Figure 2 -Starboard View of WHEC 210-Foot Cutter VIGOROUS at Sea

(Official U.S. Coast Guard Photograph)
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Figure 12 - Wheel Load Positions for Configuration T
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Figure 22 - View of Rigid Vinyl Model from Top
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Figure 23 - View of Rigid Vinyl Model from Bottom
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Figuire 26 -Helo Load Footprints U1sed in Model Evaluation
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Figure 27 -Top and Bottom Views of Helo Deck Panel on USCG Cutter
STEADFAST Instrumented for Full-Scale Tests
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/0

Figure 28 -View of Relo D~eck Panel on STEADFAST under
Simulated Tire Loading Using a ForkLift
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Figure 48 -Variation of Web Bending Stress with Web Depth for

Longitudinal in 270, Configuration I
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TABLE 1 - EVALUATIONS PERFORMED ON HELICOPTER LANDING DECKS OF 210- AND
270-FOOT LONG USCG CUTTERS

Helicopter Landing Decks Evaluated

Evaluation (Existing) (Modified)

Type 1 II III IV 210 210

Finite Element

and * * * * *

Other Analytical

Rigid Vinyl Model * *

Full-Scale *
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TABLE 6 - COMPARISON OF WEB BENDING PREDICTIONS USING DESIGN EQUATIONS

AND FINITE ELEMENT

M
3

M A = 84.0 in., S = 7.7 in., t = 0.17 in.
I = 1.02254 in.

4, J = 0.02312 in.4

I'= 0.06570 in. 6 , C = 12046 in. - Ib/in.

24ra.
E = 30 x 106 psi, = 0.3, M 1 = 100.0 in.-Ib/in.

Basis

Variable Test Equations FINEL* Using Ref. 6

u (in.) - 0.0311 0.0310 0.0309

P (rad) - 0.0024 0.0026 0.0025

-y (rad) - 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070

M2 (in ' ib) - 15.28 15.66 16.06

(in. - 84.72 84.34 83.94

0 (psi) 3173 3249 3334

(Web Bending
Stress)

*Adamchak, John C., "User's Manual for the Modified Finite

Element Program FINEL", NSRDC Rept. 3609, Nov. 1970.
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TABLE 7 - SCALING LAWS FOR 270-ClASS HELO DECK MODEL

Quantity Scaling Law*

Length Lp = LM

Deflection 6p = x6m
Strain E =E

p rn
Stress p = eom

Force Fp = e,2F m

Moment Mp= e 3 M m

Moment of Inertia p =41 m

Section modulus Sp x3 Sm

where

X = L P/L = 4.6
e = E EM = 66.67

Ep = 30x10 6 psi

Em = 0.45x106 psi

*p= prototype, m model
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TABLE 8 - MAXIMUM FRAMING STRESSES FOR 210- AND 270-FOOT HELO
DECK CONFIGURATIONS

Stress (psi)
Helo Deck
Structure Finite AISC Plastic

Element Equations Model

270' Cutter - Configuration I

Longitudinal 26000 26500 26000

270' Cutter - Configuration 1I*

Longitudinal 16100 16500 16000

Header 28900 29200 29000

270' Cutter - Configuration IV

Longitudinal 19890 20300

Header 19850 20650

210' Cutter - Class B

Longitudinal j * 12350 12480*

210' Cutter - Class B (Modified)

Longitudinal 9280 9210

Header 14500 15500

*Results are applicable to Configuration III also.
**Full-Scale.

= Data not available
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FABLE 10 - PLATING STRESSES FOR 270-CLASS IIELO DECK I)ESTCNS DUE TO
WHEEL LOADS sTrRAI)OIING LONGITUIDINAL AND TRANSVERSE

STIFFENERS (WEB FRAMES AND HEAD)ERS)

Pating Stress (psi)

Load - .oaId I']i VIcernet
C0o1i i t i o11 (mb Flte Rigid and

Eeent V inyl 10Mdel S re-s Luca Li un (

(ont i pira t ion IW

k.1) 1 8du 2 17 V)00)

(10 IS( il 10 00 Lc ~ i Lh

Col IIl a io l I
(i l 1I k LIo I 'I 1 )

(w 0o---- H

tL l

01a I c.\r i hlo H

21)11g. I11 L bJI

*-Not model led.

Si trip I Vuplo r ted hotinda r iteS (texCepIt 101 1,dli



TABLE 11 - WEB BENDING STRESSES FOR 210-AND 270-CLASS HELO

DECK DESIGNS*

Web Bending Stress (psi)

Wheel
Helo Deck Load Test Finite Design

Structure Condition Results Element Equation
(lb)

270' Cutter-Configuration I

[:H] 18500 28800** 25600 24400

(midspan) (30000)
Longitudinal

18500 38900 34600 33000

L (1/4 span) (43000)_

270' Cutter-Configuration II

18500 24500 28800
(midspan) ( 27ooo)))

Longitudinal
18500 170o 43500
(1/4 span) (4100))

18500 3h10O0**0 44630
(midspan) 42900 (4000)** *43

Header**
- 18500 3000 5(.0o *** ,€.

(1/4 span) O0 0 ( f(oool ) * * ' *

270' Cutter-Configuration IV

19430 41300

(midspan)
Longitudinal

19430 59000[ g I (1/4 span)

(midspan) '21000 _ 21000

Header
--- - 19430 , ield yield

(1/4 span)

210' Cutter-Class B

Longitudinal 3260 22800 4500 4000
Lii IiI (mldspan)

• Resu Its are for longitudinally oriented tire prints, except where noted in table

, *Wb -urtic stres (bend ing and compression).

-. ,isversely oriented footprint.

* Rtiu I ts not available.
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TABLE 13 - RESIDUAL STRESS EXPLANATION FOR WEB BENDING IN HELO
DECK LONGITUDINALS OF 210-FOOT CUTTER STEADFAST

M 3  k kYMY

2 oc ---15000

MF, oyI

/ '-a

kp = k (1- -' )

Vertical

Residual Plating Web Bending

Stress Stiffness k Stress a
r P (psi) w

0 6700 4000

14940 200 22700
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF WEB BENDING EQUATIONS

Using an energy technique, design equations are derived in this section for

computing web bending stresses in helo deck stiffeners. As illustrated in

Figures 18 and 54, the bending moment M at the edge of a loaded panel produces

local vertical bending in the stiffener web in addition to lateral bending, torsion,

and longitudinal warping of the stiffener as a whole. The web bending response is

a function of this moment, but also of the slenderness of the web (depth/thickness),

the lateral rigidity of the flange, and the flexural rigidity of the plating. For

example, the web bending stress is found to increase with increasing flange rigidity

if the web slenderness is held constant.

Figure 54 shows the cross-sectional profile of a stiffener, before and after

web bending deformation, at a typical location aloitg the stiffener length. Note the

presence, in the deflected configuration of the stiffener cross section, of the

various deformation modes mentioned above. The principal variables for describing

the deformation of the stiffener cross section are u, the lateral displacement of the

stiffener flange, along with y and (-, the rotation angle of the top and bottom points

in the stiffener web respectively. The distributions of displacements u, y, and l

with location along the stiffener axis, as well as the bending moments M1 , M, and

M 3 were found to be approximately sinusoidal based on previous finite-element anal-

yses. Therefore, in the derivation of the design equations, the sinusoidal approx-

Lmation is used.

The first step in deriving the web ht-nding equations involves developing a math-

ematical expression for the total ,tential energy of the structural s'stem in

Figure 54 as discussed, in part, in Reference 10. This expression is then minimized

usilng the procedure described on page 344 of Reference 11 to arrive at the equilib-

rium configuration of the deformed stiffener under the applied loading. Contri-

butions to the total energy include the potential energy of the applied moment M1

and the energies assoc iated with the var ious modes of st if fener deformat ion

(web bending, lateral bending, torsion, and longitudinal warping of the stiffener)

and flexure of the plating. The potential enerk,,N expression for the web bending

1 03
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contribution, unlike the other contributions, may not be written down in a straight-

forward manner. Therefore, an expression for the web bending energy is developed

first.

The potential energy of web bending VB is expressed by

VWB = a UwBdZ (i)

a

0

where U is the web bending strain energy per unit length (for a vertical strip of
WB

web of unit width) along the stiffener. The unit strain energy UWB is given by

S M2S M(q) dn

B 2El (2)
0

where M (n) is the moment in the web strip as a function of the distance n from the
w

top end (line of attachment between the stiffener web and the plating).

It is clear from Equations (1) and (2) that the potential energy VWB of web

bending may be obtained once an expression for the moment MW(N) in the web has been

determined. This is accomplished by relating the displacement 6 and rotation e of

the uppermost point of the web (see Figure 55) to the P and moment M2 associated

with these displacements as follows:

6 p+ 1 S 3 1 + 2 E1 (3)

P M 2 E 2 ' El

1 PS2 M2S

S + 2 2 El * EI
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where S is the depth of the web and El is the flexural rigidity of a vertical strip
3

of web of unit width (El = Et /12; t is the web thickness). From Equation (3),

3EI6 3 M2
3  2 S

Next, substituting Equation (4) into y = 0 + f (from Figure 54) and introducing

M2 = M 1 - M3 = M - cy, it may be shown that

Y= (EI+ '+ -2 AS)/(1+ WH)(6

Equations (5) and (6) are needed below. The moment M (n) in the web is given byW

M (n) = M, + Pn (7)

where n is the distance from the upper edge of the web to the point where the

moment is desired. Substituting P from Equation (5) into Equation (7) along with

M2 = M - cy and Equation (6) for y, it may be shown that

Mw) N M - + A - +_+- + 6 (8)

where A = + 4-

Subs.tituting Equation (8) for Mw () into Equation (2) for UWB, then, in turn, UWB

into Equation (i) and setting El Et3 /12, one obtains the potential energy VWB

for the entire web
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S 12, A2c2S 31S )
VWB f Et' Et 3 2S

0

3M1ACS (MS + Et3621 dz (9)

Et\ Et NS 8S 3

The total potential energy of the structural system in Figure 54 is then expressed by

V = VLB + VW + VT + VWB + M+ V (10)

where

V J~i2LB E u 2 dz (lateral bending) (11)

0

a

VW = J 2 dz (longitudinal warping) (12)
o

a

VT= f GJ z2 dz (torsion) (13)

0

where

VWB is given by Equation (9)

Vp f cy2 dz (plate flexure) (15)

0
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In the above I is the moment of inertia for lateral bending,yy

r is the longitudinal warping constant,
J is the torsional constant, and

c is an equivalent elastic rotational spring constant for the plating
Therefore, substituting Equations (9), (ii)--(15), Equation (6) for y (with El =
Et /12), and 6 = u - S into Equation (10), the total potential energy of the system

becomes

a
!V= Ai rE 2 2 2S- [Ely u + Er z + GJ z dz2yy zz zz z

f a [ , 2 S 3; + 2 A c 2 S ( 3 M l S + S 3 ( u -S L ) 2
+ 3 ' + A32S0t 2 Et 3  E - -- t"2

3M1AcS (3MlS +, (uS ))+ E ta (_ 2] '

Et Et 2S 8S 3

- a MA(3MlS ++3(u-Sf3)d
0

A ++ dz (16)

0

Recall that u, 3, and M1 may be approximated by sinusoidal distributions along the
length of the stiffener as follows:

u= u sin -z
o a

TZ (17)
0 a

1M =M sin z

o a
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Substituting into Equation (16) and carrying out the indicated differentiations and

integrations, the following expression for V in terms of the variables u and o

results;

VI El ++ L- GJo 2

4a
3 ( )0

+ K1 + K3 (K2 +8+ (u-S )) 2

1 3 20 2

2+ (K2 +B+ L (uo-So)) + K, (u-So)
2  (18)

3 M o2Sa 2
where K = 4 Et(3

3Mo S(-v 
2 )

2 = Et 3

S A2c2Sa (1-v
2) +caA

3  Et3

M AcSa M AaK4 3o (u2) . a_

2 Et3  2

E3a

K - Et 3a
5  16S3 (1-v 2 )

At structural equilibrium, the total potential energy of the system must be a

minimum. This is expressed by

V 0and--I 0 (19)

au a
0 0
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Substitution of Expression 18 into 19 produces two simultaneous equations in u and
0

0 whose solution is given by

C2 C6 - 5 C4 C5 C3 6 (20)
u - and = (20)

3  2 4 32 C 4

4 4.5K
where C = - E1 + + +2K 52a 3  Y S2

1.5K
3C2 -2K5S

.5 5

C S 2K5 S 
= C23I

4 2G K3  KS3TG 3 2

C4 = EF + -2(-a + K3 +
2a 2 5

3K2K 3  1.5K 4
C5 S S

K4

C6 =K 2 K3 +- 4

Knowing u and ,0o the maximum web rotation angle y is found by inserting u and 0

from Equation (20) above into

3M S (1-'.) (u -S((21+0 r"I.' + -- 0) A (21)

Et3 o 2 S

which follows from Equation (6).

Recalling that u, 09 and M (see Equation (17)' as well as o represent the maxi-

mum values of these parameters which occurs at stiffener midspan or z = a12, it is

now straightforward to compute the corresponding maximum value of web bending moment

as follows,
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M2 (max) =M 0  cy (22)

Finally, the web bending stress is given by

6M2 mx
Uw = 2(max) (23)

w 2
t

Web bending stresses 0 are computed by successively solving Equations (20)°w

(with KI through K 5 defined in Equation (18)) through Equation (23). A program which

implements this solution procedure has been written for the 4051 Tektronix mini-

computer and has been validated against finite-element results, as was discussed

earlier in the report. The necessary input data for this program is defined at the

beginning of the program listing in Appendix B.
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Figure 54 -Typical Cross-Sectional Profile of Stiffener and
Plating during Web bending
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APPENDIX B

LISTING AND TYPICAL OUTPUT FOR TEKTRONIX 4051 COMPUTER 'R0;:RAM
"COMPUTATION OF VERTICAL WEB BENDING STRESS"

LISTING

LIST
98 REMARK **PROGRAM 61*
180 PRINT "COMPUTATION OF VERTICAL WEB BENDING STRESS"
119 PRINT "INPUT"
120 PRINT "LENGTH OF STIFFENER,Am";
130 INPUT A
140 PRINT "DEPTH OF STIFFENER WEB,S=";
150 INPUT S
160 PRINT "WEB THICKNESS.T=";
170 INPUT T
180 PRINT "HORIZONTAL(LATERAL) MOMENT OF INERTIAI=";
190 INPUT I
200 PRINT "TORSIONAL CONSTANTJ=";
210 INPUT J
220 PRINT "LONGITUDINAL WARPING CONSTANT,GI=';
230 INPUT GI
240 PRINT "PLATING ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT CONSTANT,C=";
250 INPUT C
260 PRINT "MODULUS OF ELASTICITY,E=";
270 INPUT E
280 PRINT "POISSONS RATIO.V=";
290 INPUT V
300 PRINT "APPLIED MOMENT.M=";
310 INPUT M
320 PRINT "OUTPUT"
330 G=E/(2(II+Vl)
340 EI=E*Tt3/f1-V*V)
350 All/t1+3*C*S/EI)
368 K1=0.75*(MVMVS*A)/E1
370 K2=3*MVS/E1
380 K3=0.75*(AI*AIsCwC*S:A)/El C*AVAIAAI/4
390 K4=-1.5W(M*AI*C*S*A)/E1-M*AI*A/2
400 KS=EIA/(16*St3)
410 CI=PIt4WE*I/(2*At3)+4.5*K3/St2+2*K5
420 C2=-1.55K3/S-2*K5*S
430 C3-1.51K3/S-2*K5*S
440 C4=PIT4*E*CI/12WAt3)+PIt2*GJ/(2*A)+0.5*K3+2*K5*S*S
450 C5=-3*K2*K3/S-1.5*K4/S
460 C6zK2*K3+K4/2
470 U= C2*C6-C5*C4 ) / rC3*C2-C I *C4)
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488 8=(C5*C3-CIC1/ (C3*C2-ClC4)
498 D=U-S*B
508 G5=(3*IM*S/EI+B+ .5VD/S)WAI
518 MI=M-GS*C
528 SI=6*Mf/Tt2
538 P=0.25WElED/St3+1 .5MI/S
540 PRINT "U= ";U
558 PRINT "8= ";B
568 PRINT "0= ";D
578 PRINT "G= ";G5
588 PRINT "M= ";M1
598 PRINT "P= ";P
688 PRINT "STRESS= ";S
618 END

TYPICAL OUTPUT

RUN
COMPUTATION OF VERTICAL WEB BENDING STRESS
INPUT
LENGTH OF STIFFENER.A-84.0
DEPTH OF STIFFENER WEB.S=7.7
WEB THICKNESS,T-0.17
HORIZONTAL (LATERAL) MOMENT OF INERTIA, 1=).02254
TORSIONAL CONSTANTJ=0.82312
LONGITUDINAL WARPING CONSTANT,C=0.06570
PLATING ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT CONSTANT,C=12046
MODULUS OF ELASTICITYE=30.SE+06
POISSONS RATIOV=8.3
APPLIED MOMENT,M=10.0
OUTPUT
U= 0.0311048352545
B= 0.08241329688457
D= 8.0125224498593
G= 0.00703265494249
M= 15.2846385627
P= 4.08819371847
STRESS= 3173.28136251
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